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Cambridge is the kind of place where if you were asked to describe it, you would struggle for the 

right words.  

I would be lying if I said I wasn’t slightly dreading my visit to Cambridge. I thought I wouldn’t fit in, 

what can I say, I held all the stereotypes. Posh, rich, super smart and spoilt, was how I was expecting 

everyone to be in the small town with a big reputation. I couldn’t have been more wrong. I came to 

Cambridge and the first thing I noticed, excluding the unusual amount of bikes, was how nice 

everyone was. This ‘niceness’ everyone showed continued throughout my whole visit and was 

particularly evident in my mentor and access manager. Chloe, my mentor, might possibly be the 

coolest person I’ve ever had the fortune of meeting. Not only did she take me to shows, show me 

around and introduce me to people when, quite likely, she had better things to be doing, she also 

made me realise that Cambridge students were people too. She was easy to talk to, funny and very 

informative which made my trip all the more successful.  

I can remember when I applied for CUSU shadowing scheme, I thought ‘would be cool to see 

Cambridge’. I now know that was greatly disrespectful. Cambridge in not ‘cool’, it’s magical, so 

magical it remains so even when you ignore all the Harry Potter similarities. Really though, with so 

many old, big, and intimidating buildings the place does have a surreal feeling; maybe not as surreal 

as platform 9 and ¾ but surreal nonetheless. The collage building and others are incredibly beautiful, 

so beautiful in fact; I’ll probably visit again just to take more photos! 

The oddest (for lack of a better word) thing about Cambridge is perhaps the crazy amount of bikers. 

It was something I wasn’t expecting and so when we drove into the city, I thought there was some 

sort of bike race for the students perhaps; I followed with a comment on how stupid it was to 

organise a shadowing scheme and correlate the dates with a bike race. But you weren’t stupid, I was 

for not noticing lack of numbers on supposed participants’ shirts, just odd. I doubt people ever really 

associate Cambridge with bikes but it’s an association I’m not likely to forget. However, the number 

of bikes did make me want to go to the university even more; I felt that it was one more reason why 

I should go to Cambridge! Is that weird? I think so, seems like such an odd advantage of going to 

Cambridge but then again, Cambridge is odd.  

All in all Cambridge was amazing and the greatest experience I’ve had of university. I hope that one 

day I too am a Cambridge student because, to quote my access manager Chris, ‘Cambridge students 

are people too, they’re just people who did well at A Level’ and I hope I do well at A level too.  

 


